Nights Embrace (Others of Seattle Book 1)

A song changed her life forever. Roxana
Nights was late to another gig, thanks to
her first love, and drummer. She left him
years ago but he wont let her go. Then she
hears a voice that captivates her. Trevor
Malone recently moved to Seattle with his
band. Music is his only passion, until he
lays eyes on Roxana. The pull to her is
irresistible. Hes terrified she wont accept
the beast within. A rival werewolf pack
followed Trevors band to the states.
Unwilling to let grudges die, they target
Roxy. One tragic mistake shatters her
perception, showing her the fantasy world
she writes is closer to reality. Unleashed
magic courses through her veins, and not
all monsters are evil. Will the truth in his
past shatter their love? Or can Roxy accept
what she is in time to save them all?
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